
WRITING CUSTOM ANNOTATION

Java annotations are a mechanism for adding metadata information to our source code. We're going to create three
custom annotations with the goal of serializing an object into a JSON string. The first step toward creating a custom
annotation is to declare it using the @interface.

Methods can have default values. Return types are restricted to primitives, String, Class, enums, annotations,
and arrays of the preceding types. This can be applied on java class, interface, enum OR any method only. For
that reason, we're going to create an annotation to mark this method: Retention RetentionPolicy. Please note
that by default annotations applied on parent class are not available to child classes. Not only will knowledge
of this feature enhance the toolbox of a developer, which is just as important, but it will also aid in the
understanding of the common annotations in the most popular Java frameworks. What is this metadata in java
language context? In the standard case, we would be unable to access these fields, and attempting to obtain the
value of the private field would result in an IllegalAccessException being thrown. A family guy with fun
loving nature. For annotations with more than one parameter, the name of each parameter is required to
differentiate between parameters unless only one argument is provided, in which case, the argument is mapped
to the value parameter if no name is explicitly provided. Read More From DZone. In addition, the output
should contain only the firstName, lastName, and age fields of that object. Whether it is limited to source code
only, embedded into the generated class file, or it will be available at runtime through reflection as well. For
example, if the field and constructor targets are associated with an annotation, then the annotation may be used
on either fields or constructors. For example, if we create a method that accepts a Car object, we can inspect
the class of this object namely, Car and discover that this class has three fields: 1 make, 2 model, and 3 year.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that this annotation will be used only for fields of type String,
ensuring that the value of the field can be directly serialized as a string. Associating parameters with an
annotation allows for an annotation to provide contextual information or can parameterize a processor of an
annotation. As always, the complete code is available over on GitHub. Annotations can be read from source
files, class files, or reflectively at run time. RetentionPolicy; import java. The main reason we are using
annotations are because they are metadata.


